NOTES
For location of north bca 4791-18-1
NOTE
All steel #4 or #5
Form tied into wall
Wall reinforcing not shown for clarity

SECTION 2
For General Notes see 4755-18-6
PIPE SLEEVE & TIE ROD

STILLING WELL
1-Radius @ Ewen Road
NTS
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SCALE IN FEET

NOTES
"For General Notes see A-999-120-120"
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GUARD RAIL NOTES

- Guard rail to be installed in accordance with the design of British Columbia Department of Highways.
- Guard rail shall be located on the outside of the road shoulder.
- Note a: Guard rail shall be constructed of steel, with the ends of the rails at grade.
- Note b: Guard rail shall be anchored at the ends of the road shoulder.
- Note c: Guard rail shall be anchored at the ends of the road shoulder.
- Note d: Guard rail shall be anchored at the ends of the road shoulder.
- Note e: Guard rail shall be anchored at the ends of the road shoulder.

GUARD RAIL GEOMETRY

FOR NO. 7 ROAD NORTH

GUARD RAIL GEOMETRY

FOR NO. 8 ROAD NORTH

TYPICAL PAVED ROAD DETAIL

SCALE IN FEET

GUARD RAIL GEOMETRY

FOR NO. 7 ROAD NORTH

SCALE IN FEET

GUARD RAIL GEOMETRY

FOR NO. 8 ROAD NORTH

TYP ELEVATION

SCALE IN FEET
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